All relevant data are within the paper.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Climate change contributes to the evolution of agricultural landscapes and is also subject to a feedback loop as changes in land use, especially conversion to cropland, drives processes such as the global carbon cycle that have been linked to changes in climatic conditions \[[@pone.0181954.ref001]\]. Variabilities in the biophysical processes in agricultural production have been found to be closely associated with climate \[[@pone.0181954.ref002]--[@pone.0181954.ref006]\]. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) \[[@pone.0181954.ref007]\] stated in its Fifth Assessment Report that climate change is expected to amplify existing climatic risks. For crop farmers, this can represent a challenge in terms of the optimal allocation of land under their management \[[@pone.0181954.ref008]\]. The manager's job is to choose crops suited to the environment in their location \[[@pone.0181954.ref009]\], subject to stipulations including risk aversion \[[@pone.0181954.ref010]\]. Strategic crop selection and rotation are a cornerstone of successful agricultural enterprises \[[@pone.0181954.ref011]\]. Studies of agricultural production systems must account for managerial strategies that are based on dynamic environmental and economic conditions. Climate change impact assessment usually treats land use as a planning decision. The climatic influence is regarded as a source of gross-margin variation, which makes planning more difficult, and it is therefore considered to be a source of risk and uncertainty \[[@pone.0181954.ref012]\]. Available methodological approaches have been found to either over- or underestimate the rate of adaptation by farmers to climatic impacts \[[@pone.0181954.ref013]--[@pone.0181954.ref016]\].

Furthermore, economic drivers, such as commodity prices or agricultural policy, have been found to dominate climatic influences at the gross-margin level, particularly in terms of the speed of farmer response to stimuli \[[@pone.0181954.ref017], [@pone.0181954.ref018]\], through planning decisions. The challenge lies in the isolation of the climatic influence in such risk analysis \[[@pone.0181954.ref014], [@pone.0181954.ref019]\]. The aim of the present work is to exemplify a more comprehensive methodology for incorporating risk, in particular climate-induced risk, into agricultural simulation. This approach should contribute to the ongoing pursuit of more robust system representation to enable more reliable predictive capacity.

Materials and methods {#sec002}
=====================

Currently used models show how climate change can be expected to induce transition processes in agricultural land use, for example the Integrated Land-use Model (ILM) \[[@pone.0181954.ref020]\] and MPMAS \[[@pone.0181954.ref021]\]. Although they are coupled with complex biophysical models (EPIC \[[@pone.0181954.ref022]\] and Expert-N \[[@pone.0181954.ref023]\], respectively), these models consider only the final outcome of the production process, such as yield. Valuable information produced throughout the simulated growing cycle is ignored for lack of a realistic methodology to incorporate it into the representation of agricultural strategy.

Furthermore, in reality, farmers continuously evaluate crop development on their fields, even when no activities are pending. At certain intervals throughout the growing season, farmers base their estimates regarding eventual production outcomes on an evaluation of the current crop development stage \[[@pone.0181954.ref024]\]. This process is accompanied by an automatic perception of the crop's response to the season's climate at a certain location. This evaluative monitoring goes beyond a pure input efficiency analysis that accounts for (seasonal) variability in agricultural production, as has been investigated \[[@pone.0181954.ref024]--[@pone.0181954.ref028]\]. Over time, the aggregation of these evaluations shape a farm manager's cumulative perception of the climate-induced variability of a crop in the form of a perceived response pattern. This knowledge is, in practice, incorporated into planning decisions, and can be used to set crop yield within the context of the respective production processes while including how climate affects production efficiency.

Thus, the primary hypothesis here is that incorporating inter-temporal evaluations of agro-economic processes in planning decisions will cultivate a more thorough understanding of the impact of climatic changes on land-use (planning) decisions and, thus, of how agricultural landscapes evolve over time.

Bio-economic simulation models with dynamic module integration (e.g., crop-soil-management-weather-prices), operating at adequate spatio-temporal resolution \[[@pone.0181954.ref029]\], offer the possibility of investigating different processes and dynamics of decision-making over time while being representative of the real world \[[@pone.0181954.ref030]\]. Mid-season risk perceptions can only be modeled at fine (e.g., daily, at least sub-annual) resolution \[[@pone.0181954.ref014]\]. Few bio-economic models operate at an appropriate temporal resolution to allow the study of farmers' perception processes during the growing season (APSIM \[[@pone.0181954.ref031]\] and [FarmActor]{.smallcaps} \[[@pone.0181954.ref032]\]).

The APSIM model \[[@pone.0181954.ref031]\], is able to mimic production process decisions at daily resolution and at the field level. Crop management decisions can be made according to weather, plant and soil conditions. In the APSIM model, a trigger mechanism is used to adjust tactical decision-making in the context of response farming \[[@pone.0181954.ref033]\]. The [FarmActor]{.smallcaps} model, as coupled to the Expert-N crop model \[[@pone.0181954.ref023], [@pone.0181954.ref034]--[@pone.0181954.ref037]\], incorporates all the functionality of the APSIM model in terms of daily management in response to soil-crop-weather dynamics \[[@pone.0181954.ref032]\]. [FarmActor]{.smallcaps} is further able to adapt simulated crop management in response to long-term climatic influences through model-endogenous mechanisms. It therefore resonates with actual agricultural activity at multiple scales (daily, yearly, decadal, etc.) of the managerial perspective and, thus, at scales where strategy can be implemented. Both models are designed to explore the optimization of production routines and the planning process in an agro-meteorological context.

The [FarmActor]{.smallcaps} model's environmental condition triggers that govern field management decision-making are designed to mimic agronomic reasoning such that it can accurately reproduce empirically observed farmer behavior, particularly the timing of sowing and harvest \[[@pone.0181954.ref038]\]. Observed behavior, in a soil-weather context, is assumed to be in pursuit of profit maximization in response to embedded production risks. The timing of field management actions provides a traceable link between farm strategy and eventual yields. The extraction of economic reasoning that drives observed statistics is tenuous \[[@pone.0181954.ref039]\], whereas in bio-economic simulation, trigger settings provide a transparent mechanism to quantify the system components that steer productivity.

By definition, bio-economic simulation models go beyond agronomic aspects and are designed to use the coupling of model components to integrate agronomic aspects into economic analysis. This functionality is the key to integrated process evaluations in economic planning decisions but has yet to be well developed for APSIM and [FarmActor]{.smallcaps}.

Data and study region {#sec003}
---------------------

Data were obtained empirically as part of a structured survey on risk and decision-making in agriculture that was conducted in the Kraichgau study region in Southwest Germany (\~1,400 km^2^) \[[@pone.0181954.ref032]\]. The Kraichgau is, from an agricultural point of view, a fertile region with intensive agricultural activity on mostly loess-rich soils and a relatively homogenous agricultural landscape \[[@pone.0181954.ref040], [@pone.0181954.ref041]\]. Elevations are between 100 and 400 m asl with a landscape defined by moderate slopes. The mean annual precipitation ranges from 730 to 830 mm and has a mean annual temperature of 9 to 10°C.

The farmers were informed through an introductory cover letter about the content and purpose of the questionnaire and the planned use of their data. They were further assured that all procured data would be evaluated with the safeguard of anonymity and for scientific purposes only within the framework of the research group and that their personal information would be treated confidentially. As an incentive to increase the response rate, there was also the possibility of participating in a lottery drawing to win one of 20 vouchers for a farm supply company; each voucher had a value of 30 EUR. The response rate was 23.4%, or 91 completed questionnaires.

No ethics committee or institutional review board was contacted because it was not compulsory at the time. The questionnaires were read by all members of the research group and were approved by all responsible project leaders before they were sent out. The empirical work was subsequently approved by the Ethics Committee of the University of Hohenheim, 70599 Stuttgart.

Empirical approach {#sec004}
------------------

Mid-season evaluation is conducted to assess variations in the crop development process \[[@pone.0181954.ref042]\] and, when significant, can provide expectations regarding eventual yield levels. Preferential outcomes during the season or at harvest are constructed after consideration of an immense number of possible options that a decision-maker faces, many of which are similar in nature \[[@pone.0181954.ref043]\]. Therefore, the agroeconomic focus should be on thresholds as a component of wealth dynamics, as suggested by Just et al. \[[@pone.0181954.ref044]\] and Antle \[[@pone.0181954.ref025]\], to scale preferences properly. Risk bearing, which is also a scalar, is related to a decision-maker's willingness to accept (*wta*) outcome fluctuations \[[@pone.0181954.ref045]\]. Willingness to accept is a downside-risk measure because it focuses on incurred losses and individual assessment of such losses \[[@pone.0181954.ref046]\]. Because aspects of preferences and perceived risks are constructed according to local conditions, there is a need to establish a context within which an economic subject acts.

This need led to the execution of the farmer survey in the Kraichgau region. Farmers were asked to give a subjective evaluation of crop observations according to their experience with all crops in their production branch (question 1.11 of [S1 Questionnaire](#pone.0181954.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Downside-risk attitude was elicited in a crop-wise manner because of the highly resolved decision-making component in the [FarmActor]{.smallcaps} model that plans the allocation of crops for each field of a farm individually and, thus, mid-season observations are modeled crop-specific.

The willingness to accept is defined in physical units as follows: *py--sgy = wta*, where *py* = peak yield and *sgy* = (farmer-defined) "still-good yield". The *sgy* level was set as the lower boundary of a farmer's acceptable level of fluctuation. All values above the *sgy* provide utility to a farmer in an economic sense. Below the *sgy*, the values represent the production outcome levels that might imply agronomic non-profitability according to farmer experience; more specifically, they imply economic losses and thus represent risk.

To compare different *sgy* statements, a definition for a sensitivity type in this context is provided that uses the third elicited point of a farmers' crop yield distribution, i.e., the average yield (avy~farm~). Sensitivity types are similar to risk aversion types, as suggested by Arrow \[[@pone.0181954.ref047]\] and Pratt \[[@pone.0181954.ref048]\] to account for farmers having a different subjective acceptance of risk \[[@pone.0181954.ref049]\] and are part of the methodological concept to be presented.

### Sensitivity types {#sec005}

The average yield (*avy*~*farm*~) determines the location of *sgy* in the yield distribution and allows for the identification of comparative performance between farms for a given crop. We can argue that when *avy*~*farm*~ \> *avy*~*region*~ for a given crop, the farmer's yield distribution and the processes underlying the result are likely to be favorably skewed. This reasoning is based on the assumption that climatic influences are comparable throughout the relatively uniform Kraichgau study region and production conditions, such as the availability of inputs are assumed to be relatively homogenous throughout this region.

If a farmer declares *sgy* to exceed *avy*~farm~, despite *avy*~farm~ being higher than *avy*~region~, the farmer can be considered to be more sensitive to yield for a particular crop as opposed to a farmer that declares his *sgy* below *avy*~farm~.

A sensitivity type in this context is thus identified by two conditions with regard to a given crop: first, determine if *sgy* is above or below *avy*~farm~; second, compare the individual average performance of a crop at the farm level *avy*~farm~ to the individual *avy*~farm~.

Empirical results {#sec006}
-----------------

Despite *avy*~farm~\>*avy*~region~, only 13, or 17.81% (n = 73), of the farmers in the Kraichgau sample declared their *sgy* above *avy*~farm~ and could thus be identified as being highly sensitive with regard to fluctuations of one or more crops produced on their farm. Due to the low sample size and strong sample heterogeneity, neither regression nor cluster analysis yielded significant results when attempting to categorize the sampled Kraichgau farmers into typical groups according to age, experience and stated farm characteristics. However, this particular information is not necessary to introduce the methodological approach.

Descriptive statistics for the three subjective values (peak, still-good and average yield) as reported by questionnaire respondents regarding winter wheat in the Kraichgau are displayed in [Table 1](#pone.0181954.t001){ref-type="table"}. Winter wheat results are presented because of their economic importance and their use to exemplify the methodological approach. Of 91 returned questionnaires, 82 incorporated information related to this study.

10.1371/journal.pone.0181954.t001

###### Empirical results for winter wheat from the Kraichgau sample.

![](pone.0181954.t001){#pone.0181954.t001g}

                                 Mean    Min   Max   Std. Dev.   Skewness   Variance   Var. Coef.   n
  ------------------------------ ------- ----- ----- ----------- ---------- ---------- ------------ ----
  **Peak yield (dt/ha)**         87.78   65    116   10.36       -0.17      107.43     0.12         81
  **Still-good yield (dt/ha)**   69.17   40    90    10.05       -0.70      100.92     0.15         78
  **Average yield (dt/ha)**      74.44   50    90    8.43        -1.00      70.98      0.11         80

Note: Min = Minimum, Max = Maximum, Std. Dev. = Standard Deviation; Var. Coef. = Variation Coefficient. Different sample sizes are related to various levels of questionnaire completion. Source: Own survey (2013), question 1.11 of [S1 Questionnaire](#pone.0181954.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

For the Kraichgau sample, the average reported *sgy* is below the mean reported *avy*, which is near the five-year (2008--2012) mean yield of 71.4 dt/ha for winter wheat across the four districts (Landkreise) that comprise the study region \[[@pone.0181954.ref050]\].

The empirically elicited *sgy* threshold was then translated for mid-seasonal process observations using the [FarmActor]{.smallcaps} model based on the following utility concept. The *sgy* threshold is used to scale perceived variance during production from an economic perspective \[[@pone.0181954.ref014]\].

Utility concept {#sec007}
---------------

The introduction of utility is necessary and a useful measure for economic evaluations during the season and to ensure compatibility with economic reasoning at the level of planning \[[@pone.0181954.ref051]\] in the simulation model.

Thus, at sequential observation points (OPs), which represent specific crop management or monitoring actions, the modeled farmer evaluates crop development, soil water content and soil temperature, as driven by soil-plant-climate interactions, using simulation model output parameters, namely, the set that describes the current status, with *i* ∈ (1,...,*n*) as the total number of possible (crop-specific) observation parameters. The evaluation of each observed parameter value is assessed with a utility score *α*~*i,c*~ at each OP (c stands for crop).

Each parameter has an assigned acceptance range that triggers the monitoring procedure in the model. Anticipated economic profitability and thus an absence of risk (*α*~*i,c*~ = 0) are implied when the observation parameter lies inside a predefined acceptance range; yield levels above the *sgy* threshold are expected based on the inter-temporal observation. A utility score of 1 results during a "risky" season when an observed parameter value lies ***outside*** a predefined acceptance range that is associated with crop profitability. The observational procedure is independent of simulated management. It is only used to accumulate perceptions of the climatic influence dependent on the *sgy* threshold.

The utility risk score at an individual OP for a crop is represented as the sum of the utilities of all observation point parameters: $${\alpha_{t,c} = {\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\alpha_{i,c}}}\mspace{9mu}{for}\ {all}\mspace{9mu} t\mspace{9mu}{and}\mspace{9mu} c$$ where *t* is an OP at a certain point in time with *t* ∈ (1,...*m*) within the growing process of crop *c*. The season's accumulated utility values of all OP's are summed after harvest to obtain *α*~*T,c*~, the total utility score, or ARS, of a production year for a given crop as the result of the intermediate rankings. This relation can be written as $${ARS = \alpha_{T,c} = {\sum\limits_{t = 1}^{m}\alpha_{t,c}}}\mspace{9mu}{for}\ {all}\mspace{9mu} c.$$

[Fig 1](#pone.0181954.g001){ref-type="fig"} exemplifies the ARS concept for winter wheat production in the Kraichgau. The timing for the OPs is inferred from the [FarmActor]{.smallcaps} model's list of field management actions for winter wheat production. The management procedure in the simulation model has been previously calibrated for Kraichgau (see, \[[@pone.0181954.ref032]\]). The chosen OPs represent one possible option and can be adjusted for other crops.

![Economic risk evaluation via mid-season assessment.\
Risk perceptions are documented at eight OPs, 0 to 7, in the [FarmActor]{.smallcaps} model. The example of winter wheat production in the Kraichgau is shown. Each observation is conducted parallel to wheat production. Source: Adapted from \[[@pone.0181954.ref032]\].](pone.0181954.g001){#pone.0181954.g001}

Most importantly and to understand the evaluative monitoring, an ARS score and its components are not used to govern the inter-temporal optimization process but, rather, as an instrument for risk assessment and selecting relevant information regarding the climatic influence. Therefore, each *α*~*t,c*~ identifies the composite risk (across observed conditions) for a given observation point that becomes part of an overall assessment at the end of the year.

There is no further weighting of inter-temporal utility coefficients because the utility of a value is only revealed *ex post* \[[@pone.0181954.ref012], [@pone.0181954.ref052]\] despite the fact that the utility regarding sequential observations has been referred to as the "utility of the moment" \[[@pone.0181954.ref053]\], indicating that it is only valid for a short period of time until the situation reveals new information to be processed \[[@pone.0181954.ref054]\]. The state of available information is the factor that changes with subsequent crop development and observation, while the uncertainty regarding further development remains the same \[[@pone.0181954.ref024]\].

### Simulations {#sec008}

Before the simulation model is able to assess climatic impacts, based on the ARS methodology, the model must be provided with information about what level of mid-season variability is acceptable. The ARS methodology is exemplified using the empirically elicited average *sgy* from the Kraichgau sample, 69.17 dt/ha ([Table 1](#pone.0181954.t001){ref-type="table"}), to scale the boundaries of the acceptance ranges in the simulation model.

Acceptance ranges for inter-temporal crop conditions embody the experience of a farmer in crop production. This experience pertains to a certain range of tolerable fluctuations in growth patterns from a downside risk perspective at a given point in time during the growing season. To initialize these ranges, it was necessary to simulate a reasonable number of "historical" growing seasons to accumulate an experience pool for the simulated farmer.

To create a knowledge pool, [FarmActor']{.smallcaps}s crop management routine was overridden in order to compile a comprehensive set of simulated agro-ecological states (crop biomass, soil moisture, etc.) arrived at through what-if scenarios using an array of day-of-year (DOY) starting points (sowing dates). A standard production procedure was used for these model runs, and input levels for fertilization were kept constant. All wheat-specific actions, apart from planting (three fertilization applications, harvesting, and preparation of fields; [Fig 1](#pone.0181954.g001){ref-type="fig"}) were governed by their existing weather and plant-growth-dependent trigger arrays \[[@pone.0181954.ref032]\] and \[[@pone.0181954.ref038]\]. A range of plausible starting points for winter wheat growth processes for the Kraichgau region extends from DOY 283 to 324 (early-mid October to mid-late November) \[[@pone.0181954.ref038]\]. The later the simulated DOY for sowing, through the associated growth-process simulation, the less likely the yields will be acceptable or greater than *sgy*, thus justifying the maximum in the sowing DOY chosen for simulation. For each of the 46 DOY, a time series of 30 years (1983--2013) was modeled. This produced "historical" growth processes for each weather year and resulted in 1,380 permutations of the annual growth processes for winter wheat.

Data from the modeled growth processes were then used to initialize the acceptance ranges of all observation points used to monitor the growth processes. A season's first observation point is the sowing date, OP 0 (see [Fig 1](#pone.0181954.g001){ref-type="fig"}). The acceptance range for OP 0 (sowing) is described by the relative frequency in which a DOY led to a yield ≥ *sgy (*average *sgy* for the Kraichgau region 69.17 dt/ha ([Table 1](#pone.0181954.t001){ref-type="table"})) throughout the historical time frame. This value is the ratio of desired to total yield outcomes compiled over all simulation years (n = 30) and stems from that particular sowing DOY. The higher the relative success frequency of a DOY, the more often a yield ≥ *sgy* is observable in the 30-year times series with this DOY as a starting point, and consequently, the more suitable a DOY is for sowing.

For crop surveillance after sowing, at OP 1 through 7, ten observable field parameters are used for monitoring to give a complete picture of crop response to external influences: *aboveground biomass* and *generative biomass* (kg/ha); *leaf area index* (LAI); *crop development stage* (BBCH) (BBCH-scale \[[@pone.0181954.ref055]\]); *soil water content* at 20, 50 and 120 cm depths (% volume); and *soil temperature* at 5, 20 and 50 cm depths (°C). The crop development stage is used indirectly; it is incorporated into the decision triggers of the simulation management routine to ensure that observations each year are made at a comparable stage of crop development (compare \[[@pone.0181954.ref032]\]).

Mid-season indicators of forthcoming yields, or OP 1 to 7, are based on simulated growth processes, however, not all modeled values for a given parameter could serve as a reference for an economically interpretable observation. The base of 1,380 data points for each OP parameter was reduced to those in which the corresponding final yield did not fall below the downside-risk threshold, i.e., the average *sgy* for the Kraichgau region, 69.17 dt/ha ([Table 1](#pone.0181954.t001){ref-type="table"}). The results represent the farm actor's "knowledge" that has accrued over a 30-year time-span. These data provide a simulated knowledge base to generate expectations about crop response to seasonal variability, with reference to a yield benchmark, which implies agronomic utility.

Because the states of physical growth processes are compiled as observational data, it is important to determine acceptance ranges that cover a wide range of outcomes to prevent the model from being too sensitive to fluctuations. When plotting the data with boxplots, the limits for each observation point parameter were set at the whiskers of selected point-specific outcomes for a given parameter. The outliers represent a result of rare combinations of plant response and environmental conditions that still resulted in a yield ≥ *sgy* and were thus excluded. The outliers are data points that lie below the first quartile minus 1.5 times the inter quartile range (x~0.25~−1.5 IQR) or above the third quartile plus 1.5 times the inter quartile range (x~0.75~ + 1.5 IQR). Whiskers are assigned to the next inner data points, which are not considered outliers. Boxplots were calculated with STATA \[[@pone.0181954.ref056]\]. We examined the result of the data extraction further to test whether it made any difference in our acceptance ranges when all 1,380 data points were plotted. The acceptance ranges were consequently much greater in both directions.

### Acceptance ranges {#sec009}

[Table 2](#pone.0181954.t002){ref-type="table"} gives an overview of all acceptance ranges we obtained from extracting simulation data for all OPs in winter wheat production in the Kraichgau using the [FarmActor]{.smallcaps} model.

10.1371/journal.pone.0181954.t002

###### Observation trigger ranges for winter wheat production in the Kraichgau region for the production years 1983--2013 and 10 observation parameters throughout 7 observation points; average regional *sgy* level: 69.17 dt/ha ([Table 1](#pone.0181954.t001){ref-type="table"}); weather data from Eppingen station (see details \[[@pone.0181954.ref032]\]).
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  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  OP 0: Planting (day-of-year)   Min    280                                                                                                                                                  
  ------------------------------ ------ ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- -------
  **OP1: 30 days after**\        Min    0.07    28.5    26.62   25.64   26.7    -6.01   -4.58   -0.18                                        39.27                                          8.06
  **planting**                                                                                                                                                                              

  Max                            0.77   34      35.58   35.02   32.63   12.64   11.86   10.33   302.52                                       13.58                                          

  **OP2: Fertilization 1**       Min    1.32    19.25   21.88   23.53   25.78   4.34    5.26    5.72                                         913.18                                         25

  Max                            4.17   34.78   33.21   32.03   32.14   19.58   17.88   13.06   2744.6                                       25.81                                          

  **OP3: 14 days after**\        Min    2.54    21.67   20.97   22.34   24.62   6.65    6.47    7.04                                         1709.2                                         27.05
  **fertilization 1**                                                                                                                                                                       

  Max                            6.05   36.09   33.39   31.57   31.15   20.46   19.69   14.75   4126.6                                       33.74                                          

  **OP4:**\                      Min    2.57    21.67   21.98   22.23   24.57   7.53    7.72    8.72                                         1695.8                                         30
  **Fertilization 2**                                                                                                                                                                       

  Max                            6.84   35.81   32.63   31.37   30.03   20.43   19.33   14.48   4690                                         32.88                                          

  **OP5:**\                      Min    3.62    18.31   17.43   19.8    23.4    8.66    8.96    9.16                                         3404.4                                         39
  **Fertilization 3**                                                                                                                                                                       

  Max                            7.25   37.28   35.63   32.05   29.12   21.23   20.31   15.5    6505                                         42.83                                          

  **OP6: 14 days after**\        Min    3.84    16.12   15.2    17      21.06   10.09   10.05   10.41                                        6380.1                                         52.14
  **fertilization 3**                                                                                                                                                                       

  Max                            6.88   40.12   32.4    30.26   30.22   22.42   21.74   17.51   9631.9                                       61.26                                          

  **OP7: Harvest**               Min    1.17    10.87   11.13   11.72   16.27   13.64   13.54   13.1                                         7343.6[^1^](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   90.7

  Max                            2.12   32.99   31.01   27.16   27.63   21.67   20.56   18.91   8803[^1^](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   92.7                                           
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Note

^1^ At **harvest,** the parameter observed is **generative (grain) biomass (kg/ha)**. The minimum and maximum values are respective of the lower and upper boundaries of an acceptance range for an observation parameter. Mid-season observations are based on aboveground biomass (dt FM/ha)---for example, at OP 2 (Fertilization 1). This measurement for winter wheat was usually between 913.18 and 2,744.6 in weather/production years that resulted in a yield ≥ *sgy* of 69.17 dt/ha. Thus, the observable biomass during a given year between these two values can still be considered as risk-neutral fluctuation or as not affecting downside risk in terms of economic loss expressed in yield levels.

Acceptance ranges represent tolerable fluctuation during the growth process from a downside-risk point of view. The values between the boundaries are not ranges that indicate the optimal state. The upper boundaries of the acceptance ranges, therefore, can be more than twice the value of the lower boundary, especially in the earlier observation point ranges. The later the observation point is, the closer the boundary values are. After initialization, the attained acceptance ranges with farmers' revealed preferences for yield fluctuations are used to test and exemplify the approach. Thus, in the next section, the knowledge pool based on past climatic impacts is used to test how changes in future climatic conditions can be perceived by the model farmer using the ARS methodology.

### Application to future climate {#sec010}

Future simulations for winter wheat production in the Kraichgau were performed using the coupled [FarmActor-Expert-N]{.smallcaps} models forced with simulated future climate in the form of daily weather parameters in ten realizations (25002--00 and 25002--99) of WETTREG 2010 future scenarios \[[@pone.0181954.ref057]\], corresponding to the German Weather Service \[[@pone.0181954.ref058]\] weather station at Eppingen (Kraichgau study site) and based on the IPCC scenario A1B \[[@pone.0181954.ref059]\]. For each WETTREG future realization, the model simulated a 20-year (2014--2034) time series for winter wheat with only one standard production procedure each year on a representative field \[[@pone.0181954.ref032]\]. [FarmActor']{.smallcaps}s management routine was not manipulated in this case. These ten time series, each with 20 years of future growth processes, were then used to comprehensively test the methodological approach. All growth processes were evaluated with the ARS mechanism by comparing them to their acceptance range at each observation point (OP 0--7) to conduct a comparative analysis and investigate the performance of the proposed approach under diverse climatic conditions.

As described above, observations outside the acceptance ranges are assigned a binary utility value of 1 (0 otherwise). At the end of each year, from evaluating all observations made during the production season, the ARS is compiled. With 10 observation parameters and 7 observation points (OP 1 to OP 7) plus OP 0 for planting, a maximum score of 71 is possible for a year. OP 0 is related to the desirability of a given DOY for planting. If its relative frequency of yields ≥ *sgy* is less than 0.5, that is to say, if more than half of the time the harvest is disappointing, this observation is assigned a value of 1. Thus, if planting is forced to a day (through weather-dependent trigger conditions) that has a relative frequency value less than 0.5, then OP 0 is assigned a value of 1 for that production year.

### Results of future climate simulations {#sec011}

The results of this investigation are displayed in a comparative static context in [Table 3](#pone.0181954.t003){ref-type="table"}, in which the results are further refined into a mean-standard deviation approach.

10.1371/journal.pone.0181954.t003

###### Simulated yield statistics for over 20 years, 2014--2033, using 10 WETTREG future realizations for Eppingen weather station.
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  WETTREG future weather realization   00      11      22      33      44      55      66      77      88      99
  ------------------------------------ ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
  **Mean yield (dt/ha)**               74.54   68.61   70.31   68.64   72.39   72.39   65.18   65.15   71.41   61.77
  **Standard deviation (dt/ha)**       3.50    16.26   16.97   16.44   4.72    4.72    21.97   21.97   5.57    26.25
  **Skewness**                         0.31    -4.07   -3.88   -3.90   -1.94   -1.94   -2.76   -2.76   0.40    -2.04
  **Variation coefficient**            0.05    0.24    0.24    0.24    0.07    0.07    0.34    0.34    0.08    0.43
  **Rel. Frequency y** **≥** **sgy**   0.95    0.7     0.75    0.7     0.85    0.85    0.7     0.65    0.7     0.7
  **Mean ARS score**                   4       4.05    5       5.2     3.9     4.9     3.95    5.15    2.45    5.95
  **Std. dev. ARS score**              3.70    3.76    4.22    4.10    3.16    4.52    4.61    4.11    2.01    7.90

Note: All results have been obtained from the [FarmActor]{.smallcaps} standard production procedure for winter wheat in Kraichgau (see \[[@pone.0181954.ref032], [@pone.0181954.ref038]\]). Source: Own calculations.

The mean-standard deviation analysis provides an overview of how each of the ten future WETTREG weather realizations affects winter wheat production based on a standard production procedure. All ten realizations were used to avoid any bias in a single realization based on their statistical nature and to examine a range of possible outcomes using the *sgy* approach.

At a *sgy* level of 69.17 dt/ha, the results for the WETTREG-forced winter wheat production in the Kraichgau can be interpreted from a risk point of view as follows. Realizations 44 and 55 show the second lowest yield standard deviation (4.72 dt/ha, [Table 3](#pone.0181954.t003){ref-type="table"}) for all future weather years. The standard deviation of ARS scores for the same realizations is noticeably higher than its counterparts. For realization 55, the standard deviation of all ARS scores is the third highest, although the yield standard deviation is the second lowest in the mean variance comparison. The relative frequency is also relatively favorable, at 0.85 ([Table 3](#pone.0181954.t003){ref-type="table"}) for realizations 44 and 55. Thus, for 85% of the 20-year yield time series, a yield ≥ *sgy* of 69.17 dt/ha could be achieved. This finding represents favorable skewness for a decision-maker who sets his economic profitability yield threshold at this level. However, when taking a farmer´s mid-season assessment into account, those future production years are characterized by relatively large deviations from the modeled acceptance ranges. This result gives an indication that farmers often experience anomalous winter wheat performance sometime during the season, even in favorable years with a yield ≥ *sgy*.

The additional information provided here for the analysis is that a farmer's mid-season observations are often ambiguous regarding what yield can be expected at a harvest \[[@pone.0181954.ref025], [@pone.0181954.ref045]\].

A different picture is drawn with realization 99. For such a projection of future climatic conditions, a mean-variance analysis at yield level illustrates the same issue as the ARS methodology, in which the highest mean of ARS scores corresponds to the highest standard deviation of ARS scores. The mean yield is among the lowest, and the standard deviation is the highest. Low yields that are traceable to a problematic climate at the 69.17 dt/ha *sgy* level show how mean-variance analysis at a yield level leads to the same conclusions as the ARS methodology. Farmers' knowledge of crop-response patterns to climatic influences holds true and leads to accurate expectations regarding their yields.

The picture drawn with realization 11 in [Table 3](#pone.0181954.t003){ref-type="table"} is most interesting. The mean-variance analysis shows a completely different picture than the ARS methodology. This realization led to one of the highest standard deviations (16.26 dt/ha) in yields and a relatively low mean yield (68.61 dt/ha) ([Table 3](#pone.0181954.t003){ref-type="table"}), close to the average *sgy* level for the Kraichgau region (69.17 dt/ha, [Table 1](#pone.0181954.t001){ref-type="table"}). However, the mean ARS score is at 4.05 ([Table 3](#pone.0181954.t003){ref-type="table"}), which is not among the highest scores achieved over all future climate realizations. This finding indicates that conditions were not unfavorable throughout the studied growing season but rather single events were responsible for the production outcomes in this time series of winter wheat yields.

Discussion {#sec012}
==========

A modeling approach that can account for climatic stress that is normally hidden from economic analysis can more thoroughly examine climatic impacts and provide more information.

The results of a first application of the ARS methodology with mid-season estimators show generally effective outcomes. Inter-temporal observations can provide better information as to where and how the production process is affected so that a modeled farmer can identify and apply the appropriate risk measures. Such information is more useful in annual planning decisions. ARS scores could be derived from 71 points, with an average score of less than 10 throughout the future time series for winter wheat in Kraichgau region ([Table 3](#pone.0181954.t003){ref-type="table"}). This conclusion suggests that using near-term climate projections of a rather statistical nature, such as WETTREG 2010 \[[@pone.0181954.ref057]\], has a relatively low impact for winter wheat for a given average *sgy* threshold based on the Kraichgau regional sample. Considering that the average regional *sgy* threshold for this region is less than the region's average yield ([Table 1](#pone.0181954.t001){ref-type="table"}), the picture could be drawn completely differently for any of the 13 highly sensitive farmer types found in the empirical sample who declared their *sgy* threshold above 69.17 dt/ha. However, a more in-depth analysis is left for future research applying the ARS methodology.

ARS scores in a dynamic context {#sec013}
-------------------------------

Given a series of weather years where mid-season observations appear to be poor determinants of yield outcomes greater than the *sgy*, farmers gain new experience. When apparently risky inter-temporal states lead to learning processes that change the perception of crop response to climatic influence, the *sgy* approach can be used to provide the foundation of learning processes, thus creating a useful feature for bio-economic models.

The decision-making mechanism in [FarmActor]{.smallcaps} is designed to modify annual decisions to account for long-term trends in climate, with implied relationships between production risk and annual weather \[[@pone.0181954.ref032]\].As a consequence, the observation parameter value ranges can change over time.

### How acceptance ranges can adapt {#sec014}

As a consequence of evaluating inter-temporal production outcomes, the following implications are possible for the perception mechanism in the simulation model: (1) no consequence and (2) a shift in the acceptance range. These implications can be the consequence of three possible scenarios. First, an observation value is within the acceptance range and a yield higher than or equal to the *sgy* is achieved; then, the entire process can be assessed as having gone as expected for a given parameter value. The observed value from the now past production year is included in the distribution of observation points that constitute the observation parameters' acceptance ranges for the upcoming year without causing a shift of the range. Second, if an observed value is outside the acceptance range and a yield lower than the *sgy* is achieved, the observation parameter range for the upcoming year is not affected since this was an expected yield loss considering the set loss threshold (*sgy*). The third consequence is that observational fluctuations lie outside the acceptance range but do not result in negative consequences for the acceptance ranges because a yield above the *sgy* threshold is achieved. In that case, the observation is collated as a non-downside-risk value for the distribution of observations for a given parameter. However, depending on the amplitude of the fluctuation, a shift in the acceptance range may occur. When such outliers accumulate, they will add to a shift in the acceptance range that changes the expected performance of a given crop in its response to climatic (and management) influences. The larger the amplitude of the deviating value is, the longer it will most likely remain among the outliers that are excluded during the initialization process for the acceptance ranges in the model. Many outliers over several years in a row---again, depending on the learning mechanism---may indicate that a crop is quite difficult to cultivate at a given location. This can occur even though the simulated farmer annually adapts production procedures while also responding to daily environmental conditions.

Use of ARS scores for comparative analyses {#sec015}
------------------------------------------

Additionally, different learning patterns that assign weights to ARS scores allow the study of the arrangement of a farmer's crop portfolio and, thus, of land use over time. It is thus possible to give information about the climatic influence on crop portfolio and crop sequence choices as opposed to influences from prices and policies.

For crops that are not yet established in a region, simulation models could provide information regarding when cultivation of a certain crop in a region may become more likely and economically attractive. This analysis can be done by applying acceptance ranges governed by an averaged *sgy* level of a comparative region to growth processes of a potential future crop in the region of interest and under future climatic conditions.

Conclusion {#sec016}
==========

This work introduces a new approach for bio-economic simulation models to integrate farmer perceptions of climatic changes through an economic downside-risk evaluation of plant performance at various stages of production. The approach operates alongside the modeling of the production process, which underlies an optimization mechanism that governs the immediate decision-making process.

Developed at the field level for a small-scale study region, this methodology was designed to be customized for any site to study the perception processes of farmers. It can be applied with relatively little and cost-efficient empirical effort once a bio-economic simulation model has been calibrated for a study site. The methodology may find its way into other regions, for which bio-economic simulation models are used for analysis of strategic decision-making processes in crop production. The above approach may be particularly interesting for farming regions where major components of the crop yield are not brought to market or where market prices are not available; an economic risk analysis regarding climate change should still be conducted. The *sgy* approach does not require price modeling for an economic risk analysis because the economic valuation of profitability is embedded and expressed in yield or other biophysical terms.

Recommendations {#sec017}
---------------

In the current version of the [FarmActor]{.smallcaps} model, the field allocation process is performed according to a predefined crop rotation that is based on a Markov sequence, relying on empirical observations of the past \[[@pone.0181954.ref060]\]. What occurs during the production cycle is no longer relevant at the time of the simulated field-use planning. Economic considerations are not incorporated in the field allocation process. The ARS score is the missing link to be used at the time of planning \[[@pone.0181954.ref061]\] for climate change impact analysis.

### ARS scores in that context should be used as a constraint {#sec018}

The constraint should be modeled as follows: $${\sum\limits_{f}^{}{\sum\limits_{c}^{}{ARS_{c} \geq ARS_{0,c}}}} = \hat{ARS_{c}}$$ were *f* = field and *c* = crop;

*ARS*~0,*c*~ = the reference ARS score for the current year (the latest year for which observations are available) of all fields that have been allocated with a crop c \[[@pone.0181954.ref060]\].

${\hat{ARS}}_{c}$ = the expected ARS score for an activity (i.e., crop) as explained in the following. The ARS score for an activity should not be lower than the expected ARS score for an activity. Otherwise, certain fields should no longer be planted with a certain crop, or management options need to be evaluated in the model, which would provide an improvement in the production process.

The expected ARS score ($\hat{ARS_{c,t}}$) of crop c in year t is the average ARS score of past production processes for a certain crop in a farmer's fields. How the average ARS score is calculated is subject to how learning is modeled and thus past observations are weighted, a topic left for future research. Learning depends on the weighting of past observations and if-then rules \[[@pone.0181954.ref024]\], which lead to consequences for the farm agent´s decision-making in bio-economic models.

Overall, the *sgy* approach is designed to provide a more comprehensive understanding of the drivers of farm planning decisions by explicitly modeling how farmers monitor production. Only when such underlying processes are better represented in more up-scaled bio-economic simulation models \[[@pone.0181954.ref062], [@pone.0181954.ref063]\] can deterministic statements about the climatic impact on agricultural production and land-use decisions be improved, as stated by White et al. \[[@pone.0181954.ref016]\].

Future research should aim to attach different valuations and learning patterns to this suggested mechanism and thus gain a more realistic and less assumption-driven understanding of farmers' climate change perceptions and adaptation responses in their land-use decisions \[[@pone.0181954.ref062]\]. This approach may even assist in diminishing over- and underestimations of the rate of adaptation, which many models show through strong behavioral assumptions despite the high degree of complexity and level of detail of the approach \[[@pone.0181954.ref013]--[@pone.0181954.ref016], [@pone.0181954.ref033]\].
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======================
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